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Local Company Navatek Supports Hawaii’s Youth with Maritime Robotics
Ocean Robotics – a perfect combination for Hawaii’s future
Long time kama’aina company, Navatek, together with RoboNation, the Office of Naval
Research, the Polynesian Voyaging Society, and the support of Hawaii’s Senator Brian
Schatz, have brought an international robotics boat competition to Hawaii for the first time –
raising awareness of the maritime industry and demonstrating how technology can be used
to care for and better understand the ocean – a perfect combination for Hawaii’s youth.
The Maritime RobotX Challenge brings together more than 200 students from 13
universities in Australia, Singapore, Japan, South Korea and the US – including a team from
the University of Hawaii. Students have been busy competing on Sand Island for the last
few days for $100,000 in prizes. The best days for the public to attend and participate with
hands-on STEM activities are Dec 17-18 at Sand Island Boat Launch.

UH Students preparing their autonomous robotic vessel at RobotX at Sand Island
Navatek is providing all local logistical support for the entire competition – committing
significant manpower and resources to support the event and the students. Navatek is
responsible for designing, engineering, assembling and installing all on-water course
elements and technical direction for course design, challenge task design and judging
support. Navatek is also providing all support craft and operations on their own Navatek-
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designed and built Sea Blade boats. Navatek has also been committed to expanding the
reach of this competition to include middle and high schools to increase interest in STEM
especially as it relates to the ocean.
“We are more than happy and excited to support RobotX in Hawaii,” said Eric Schiff, Vice
President at Navatek. “Maritime robotics is an ideal nexus for our youth and Hawaii’s future.
Boats and robotics makes sense for Hawaii and we are committed to helping future
generations learn and enhance Hawaii’s maritime industry. We are working hard in the
hopes of bringing RobotX back to Hawaii in 2018.”
For more information about RobotX go to www.robotx.org

About Navatek
www.navatekltd.com
Navatek, founded in 1973 produces innovation through research – inventing, developing,
building and testing at sea advanced ship hull designs, associated ride control systems, and
marine vehicles. It also conducts R&D in the alternative energy field.
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